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We thank Drs Zabel and Franz for their kind letter, which gives us the opportunity to further clarify our thinking about the controversial and difficult problem of QT dispersion (QTD). We completely agree that not all information in the T wave or in the ECG in general can be represented by a dipolar model. However, there will always be one last electrical source when repolarization comes to an end. The field generated by this source will be captured by every single electrode on or in the body. Repolarization must, therefore, come to an end at all electrode positions simultaneously. Only when the lead electrodes have equal potential will the signal in this lead become zero before the common end of repolarization.
The closer to the source, the higher the electrode potential. This is essentially a function of the inverse of the square of the distance. Thus, an epicardial electrode will pick up huge signals from the local myocardium and much attenuated signals from remote parts. The measurement of differences in action potential duration is possible close to the heart because of the rejection of low-level signal contributions from distant sources. On the body surface, however, amplitude differences between local and distant sources are sharply diminished. Because of this blurring of local cardiac information, we cannot accurately deduce action potential duration distributions in the heart. For our explanation of QTD in terms of low amplitude and equal electrode potentials, we made use of a single dipole model. Our experiments do not exclude multipolar sources but, in our opinion, circumstantial evidence makes it unlikely that they play an important role. Previous studies have shown that ECGs and vectorcardiograms can very well be synthesized from each other when the reconstruction is performed using a transformation per individual. 1, 2 This indicates the adequacy of a simple dipole model for all practical purposes. Considering the large measurement error in determining QTD, 3 we think any subtleties due to nondipolar components are unlikely to be discernible at the body surface. However, further research in this respect, as suggested by Drs Zabel and Franz, is to be welcomed. The greatest challenge will be to distinguish between the measurement problem and the equality of electrode potentials, without which QTD cannot exist. 
